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Background 
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Numerical method 
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Performance of sequential executable 
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Better LU solver in Intel MKL 
Reference: 
Intel® Math Kernel Library Reference Manual 
http://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/intel-math-kernel-library-documentation 
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Performance of sequential executable with MKL 
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Implementation of OpenMP 
Entering Exiting 
Parallel region 
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Data race 
 Data-Sharing Attributes 
 Threadprivate Directive 
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Speedup of parallel executable 
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Efficiency of parallel executable 
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T1 is the execution time of the sequential algorithm 
Tn is the execution time of the parallel algorithm with n cores 
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Concluding remarks 
• Optimized LU solver in Intel MKL improves performance 
significantly 
 
 
• OpenMP has been implemented successfully in current 
FORTRAN codes and all data race problems have been 
solved 
 
 
• Running multithreaded executable for small problems is 
not economical considering total computational time. In 
large problems, much time can be saved by using 
parallel algorithm  
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Thank You ! 
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Additional Information 
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Hardware and software on HPC 
Intel FORTRAN Compiler 
Module: icomp/11.1.075 
 
 
 
Intel Math Kernel Library (MKL) 
Module: imkl/10.2.7.041 
16GB RAM 
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HPC Node Compiler and Library 
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Generation of sequential executable 
Makefile 
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Generation of sequential executable with MKL 
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Generation of parallel executable 
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